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Gartner forecasts global shipments of PCs, tablets and smartphones to reach 2.3 billion in
2017-- a -0.3% decline from 2016, with the market expected to return to slight growth in 2018
with a 1.6% shipment increase.

  

"Overall, the shipment growth of the device market is steady for the first time in many years,"
the analyst says. "PC shipments are slightly lower while phone shipments are slightly higher--
leading to a slight downward revision in shipments from the previous forecast."

  

  

As one might expect, PC shipments remain on the decline, with 2017 dropping by -3%.
However such decline is slower than in recent years, thanks to Windows 10 replacement
purchasing. The prices of components such as DRAM and SSDs continue to increase, creating
headwinds for the global PC market and (to a lesser extent) the smartphone market.
Manufacturers are absorbing at least some of the impact of PC component prices, due to fears
that a PC price increase will reduce their share of a competitive market.
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On the other hand smartphones are set for a 5% shipment increase in 2017, reaching nearly
1.6bn units. End-user spending is shifting from low-cost "utility" handsets to higher-priced
"basic" and "premium" smartphones. As such the smartphone market is now more dependent
on new devices offering something different, since users are extending their purchasing cycles
and need to be enticed to make a replacement.

  

Gartner points out the Samsung S8 and S8 Plus as devices leaving a strong impact on the 2017
market so far, and the premium smartphone market will be "highly dependent" on the upcoming
anniversary edition of the iPhone. Currently rumours suggest the next iPhone will feature more
drastic feature and design upgrades, and maybe even the addition of augmented reality and
improved machine learning.

  

Meanwhile, 2017 "basic" smartphone shipments are to reach 686 million, a 6.8% increase from
2016 thanks to devices offering a premium feel and features from Chinese players.

  

"In the near term, the device market will continue to be driven by incremental advances in
traditional technology," Gartner concludes. "Looking 3 or 4 years ahead, the device market will
begin to see very significant shifts in both usage patterns and form factors, especially as 5G
wireless technology is introduced."

  

Go Gartner Forecast: PCs, Ultramobiles and Mobile Phones, WW 2016-2012 Q2 2017 Update
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http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3754963

